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Subject/Grade: English 7/8    Lesson 8 Title:  Working on Inquiry 

Teacher: Ms. Korchinski 

Stage 1: Identify Desired Results 

Outcome(s)/Indicator(s): 

CC7.2 Create and present a teacher-guided inquiry project related to a topic, theme, or 
issue studied in English language arts. 

e. Prepare and use a plan to access ideas and information from a variety of sources 

(including digital). 

f. Use pre-established criteria to evaluate the currency, usefulness, and reliability of 

information sources in answering inquiry or research questions. 

g. Locate information using a search engine. 

h. Assess the appropriateness of the amount and quality of information collected. 

i. Recognize and address information gaps for particular audiences and purposes. 

j. Organize new information to reflect the intended purpose and audience. 

CC8.2 Create and present a group inquiry project related to a topic, theme, or issue studied in 

English language arts.  

d. Collaborate with others using technology to plan inquiry. 

e. Prepare and use a plan to access, gather, and record in own words relevant information. 

f. Gather information from a variety of sources (e.g., interviews, print texts, CD-ROMs, 

Internet) and integrate ideas in analysis. 

g. Organize information and ideas in order of priority according to topic and task 

requirements. 

h. Make notes in point form, summarizing major ideas and supporting details. 

i. Sort, organize, classify, and extend data using information technology tools. 

j. Adjust inquiry and research strategies to accommodate changing perspectives and 

availability of pertinent information. 

k. Document cited resources within presentations and composition.  

Key Understandings: (‘I Can’ statements) 
 

I can use technology to research residential schools 

I can use printed resources to research residential schools 

I can properly fill out a graphic organizer 

I can properly use “recording references” sheets 

 

Essential Questions: 
 

What does it mean to have an 

identity? 

Fundamental Question: 

What does it mean to lose 

your identity? 
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Stage 2: Determine Evidence for Assessing Learning 

 

Graphic organizer will be handed in at the start of the day March 21
st
  

Refer to “Rubric for residential school research and presentation assignment 

Stage 3: Build Learning Plan 

Set:                                                    Time: 10-15 minutes 
` 

1. Get classes attention 

2. Have students pull out graphic organizer which should  

be it their L.A. doutangs 

3. One person from each group 

4. If they do not have it tell them to come see me once I 

finish explaining the next step to class 

5. Have student help hand out assignment booklet 

6. Explain assignment 

7. Check for understanding 

8. Explain check list 

9. Check for understanding 

10. Explain rubric 

11. Check for understanding 

12. Explain that at the back of the classroom there are print 

resources that they may use, but must be treated with 

respect because they belong to the university library 

13. Explain time frame  

Development:                                      Time: 40 minutes 
 

1. Allow students to start working in groups 

2. If a student is unsure of group, or does not have the 

graphic organizer with them they can come talk to me 

Learning Closure:                                 Time: 5 minutes 
1. Clean up 

2. Agendas 

 

Materials/Equipment: 
 

print resources 

laptops 

graphic organizers 

assignment workbook 

timer 

Management Strategies: 
 

one, two three eyes on me 

wait time, which they will 

make up before going home 

 

Safety Considerations: 
 

circulate, keep an eye on 

those in the hallway 

Possible Adaptations/ 
Differentiation: 
 

have students read parts of 

assignment rubric  

have students re-explain the 

assignment  
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Stage 4: Reflection 

This lesson went super well. Having the lesson set up so that the students work on an individual 

assignment and then, once completed, they had the chance to continue working on their 

residential school inquiry project. My decision to explain the assignments completely before 

starting anything allowed the students to be very successful. One thing that I did not account for 

was having some of the students missing, particularly the students who happened to be in charge 

of their groups graphic organizer. This was a problem with two groups, one I printed off a 

second copy because they could not find it anywhere but the second group decided to work from 

memory, which I normally would not allow, but this was a very reliable group. So reliable, that 

they are completely finished the inquiry assignment that should have taken at least one more 

whole class. I have no idea what I am going to do with them for the next three classes. I didn’t 

think that they were a stacked group, but maybe they just work super well together which 

happens. I cannot believe how excited I am to see all the finished projects. The one group is 

focusing on creating a timeline of events, which is really creative and will allow for the students 

that need a little bit more factual data to feel like they are accomplishing the task. I need to start 

setting return times when I am letting the students out of the class, I also need to have at least 

one or two groups still working in the class.  

 


